Borrower’s Lament

ACROSS
1 Cabbage concoctions
6 Cousin of Lars
10 Ure
15 ___on it: hurry
19 Goddesses of the seasons
20 Miscellaneous mixture
21 River of North Carolina
22 “___ she blows!”
23 Tiny killer
24 Half: prefix
25 Nippy dip
26 Ms. Moroco
27 Start of a borrower’s lament
31 Solo for Scotto
32 Amber quaffs
33 Large knife
34 Worshippers’ words
35 Shrivnel up
37 Yardsticks: abbr.
38 Yule ___
40 Flammable gas
43 Nile royal: abbr.
44 Bunt unit
49 Lament continues
53 Cafe cup
54 Take it off
55 Williams, et al.
56 Litter
57 JFK abbr.
58 Powerfully built
59 Reagan plan
60 Compel by force
61 Skewed
63 Unstable particles
65 French avenues
68 Diamond ___
71 Aids at a heist
73 Stats of Ali
76 Tasty dish
77 Ancient pharaoh
78 Author Jaffe
79 It’s ___ thing: easy winner
81 Lament continues
85 Looks high and low
86 Give off
87 Actress Seyfried
88 Compassionate letters
89 Pleasant
90 Bless
92 God to many
96 Pleisto___
97 Comic Johnson
98 USSR news source
102 End of the lament
105 Orange cover
106 Butler’s lady
109 Former Pisa money
110 Walled city of Spain
111 Of a time
112 Tooth: comb. form
113 IA city
114 Chavez or Romero
115 Withered
116 Attack

DOWN
1 “Come Back, Little ___”
2 Of a rounded part?
3 Mac’s starchy finish?
4 Easily won contests
5 Ross and Red
6 Register words
7 Gridiron count
8 Rickey citrus
9 Defile
10 Ramifications
11 Victor at Gettysburg, et al.
12 Beat
13 Former pump ltrs.
14 Fall faller
15 Thurmond
16 Friends’ pronoun
17 Consumed
18 Implies
28 Kind of nut
29 Bone: comb. form
30 Attraction unit
36 Pendent beginner
37 In a foxy way
38 Ms. Lane
39 Not in
40 Feminine finish
41 Thomas’ “___ Girl”
42 “___ Tramp”: Peggy Lee tune
43 B-G connection
44 Fundamental skill
45 Challenges
46 Ski lift
47 Badger St.
48 “Sign ___ Times”: old tune
50 Sporting blade
51 Annoying ones
52 Math letters
58 Clear tables
60 Rowling’s secret chamber
61 Mister, in Madrid
62 Vietnamese co-Nobelist
64 Alta’s location
65 Hertz rival
66 Time’s business partner
67 ___ course: set sail
69 Skater Midori
70 Exist fruitlessly
71 Musical Shaw
72 Footwear
73 Baseball’s Bowie
74 Toward the mouth
75 ___ precedent
77 On ___: as a gamble
79 Bullets and such
80 Begin again
82 FedEx competitor
83 Host
84 Like some mansards
89 Close at hand
90 Brethren, in Brest
91 Relax, troops!
92 Actor Lew
93 River at Orleans
94 Moon-related
95 Confound
96 Vocalize, in a way
97 Soul
99 Get up
100 Mr. Marner
101 Headliners
103 Dozes
104 See 16 Down
105 “Oh, dear!”
106 Reality
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